
 

Hasbro Nerf Elite 2.0 Shockwave RD-
15, Toy blaster, 8 yr(s)

Nerf Elite 2.0 Shockwave RD-15 Blaster - 30 Nerf Darts - 15-Dart Rotating
Drum - Customizing Capabilities - 8+

Group Toys

Manufacturer Hasbro

Manufacturer item no. E9527EU4

EAN/UPC 5010993732258

Description
Gear up for battle with Nerf Elite 2.0 blasters that feature built-in customizing
capabilities so you can upgrade them and seize the advantage in Nerf
competitions. Build your stockpile of Nerf Elite 2.0 blasters to optimize your
game strategy and bring tactical performance and flexibility to every mission
and battle! 

 The Nerf Elite 2.0 Shockwave RD-15 blaster features customizing capabilities
that include 3 tactical rails, barrel attachment point, and stock attachment
point to optimize for battle. This pump-action blaster has a 15-dart rotating
drum to swamp your targets. Pull the priming slide back and press the trigger
to unleash 1 dart. You can fire 15 darts in a row before it's time to reload.
Includes 30 Official Nerf darts -- 15 for the drum, and 15 for reloads. Eyewear
recommended. Barrel extension, stock, and eyewear not included. No
batteries required. 

 Nerf and all related properties are trademarks of Hasbro. 
  

UPGRADE-READY BLASTER: Customize the blaster by adding accessories to
the 3 tactical rails, barrel attachment point, and stock attachment point (stock
and barrel extension not included) 

 INCLUDES 30 NERF DARTS: Comes with 30 Official Nerf darts to fully load the
15-dart rotating drum -- and 15 more darts for reloading 

 PUMP-ACTION PRIMING: Fire 1 dart at a time from this pump-action blaster --
blast into battle and fire 15 darts in a row 

 FIRES DARTS UP TO 90 FEET (27 METERS): Go the distance with this blaster
that fires darts up to 90 feet (27 meters)

Main features
General

Product type Toy blaster

Recommended age (min) 8 yr(s)

 



 

Extended details
Features

Product type Toy blaster

Recommended age (min) 8 yr(s)

 

 


